１ First-year students on temporary leave of Toyoda Minami Junior
High School in Iwata City
1 Extended temporary ５ holiday period May 11 (Mon) - May 31 (Sun)
Scheduled resumption of school to school June 1 (Mon)
2 List of learning assignments
Subject
Language

Study

Akaneko Kanji Skills 1-7
10 pages of kanji writing
(The range of debun kanji learning class 8)
Society
【Issues that everyone is working on】
・"Learning geography"(distributed on 13th)p2.4.8.9 is based
on textbooks. (rounded)
・ "Issue print (social studies) during temporaryclosures
(handouts) will be carried out on the 13th. (No rounding
required)
Mathematics Continue to conduct a collection of basic issues to P25, while
looking at textbooks, etc.
The finished students
・Take the lessons on the day of the lesson, and then take a
new note on the page of the day.
Do your own calculations, look at the answers, and round.
Wrong problem, do it again.
・ You may think about the problem which does not
understand by looking at the textbook etc.
Science
・"Well-understood science learning"(13th, handoutseed p2p16 on the 13th, and arranged on the 13th, rounding and
correcting. The problem that i don't understand is to use
textbooks and toilet scan to do it by myself.
English
Learn the spelling of the words on the 14-17 pages of textbooks
and the 18-page "Iasatu" spelling and write them.
(2) Submit
EE-Plus p8-12, while reading the description
of the point, solve. Once you have solved the problem, look
at the answer and make a circle. The wrong or unclear
question is to write the correct answer with a red pen.
Submit ） ６ ～ ２ ３ English study notes onthe13th.
(Exceptfor the New Words portions on pages 17, 19, 21 and
23. The part of the thin character is traced. Write the
meaning of that English sentence under 16, 18, 20, 22 pages の
英文の below. 、 Once you have solved the problem,
look at the answer and make a circle. The wrong or unclear
question is to write the correct answer with a red pen.

About
submission
June 1st

June 1st

June 1st

June 1st

(2) May 18
(3) June 1st

Music
Art

Body
keeping
Technology
Home

Others

Listen to NHK Radio Basic English 1 every day and speakout.
Airtime is「from 6:00 to 6:15.」
"18:45-19:00","21:00-21:15"」 」
「
It is the same content as three times.
Because there is a separate book text, I recommend you to
purchase it in the bookstore and work on it. It is 495 yen.
None
・Learn how to draw the ming dynasty and Gothic body by June 1st
performing the meaty print of lettering.
As for how to do, I'll write an example to print to be
distributed on the 13th, hp is also going to up the way and
points.
Continue to practice the stretching and strength training
necessary for yourself by thinking about the menu by
yourself.
None
・Home economics notes are distributed on the day of the June 1st
textbook, rounded, and corrected.
A page where you can do both "Let's work" and "Let's put it
together"
→P32, 35
"Let's do activities" page →P36, 37
"Let's put it together" only page →P33, 34
・Perform health observations, fill in the health check sheet, May 18th
and confirm every day.
・ Fill in your daily diary and life in your perspective (diary).

